TEACHER EDITION

Looking Forward,
Looking Back
A Letter to Me, from Me
As the 2019 calendar year comes to an end, it’s the ideal time to develop the Reflect critical thinking trait
in your classroom. Students will learn about causal relationships and composing correspondence using a
structural organization tool that guides their critical thinking process every step of the way.
Use this exercise to inspire your students to Reflect on the steps and actions needed to make progress toward
reaching their goals!

Getting Started
Critical Thinking Trait Focus—Reflect I review my thoughts and experiences to guide my actions.
Other traits that might closely connect to this activity would be: Link and Examine.
Learning Standards Focus—composing correspondence, causal relationships, word choice, voice, point of view.
Vocabulary—reflect, resolution, achievement, correspondence, goal, journey, accomplishment

Activity Preparations:
1. Provide students with a copy of the structural organization tool and writing paper to complete the activity.
2. Review the Reflect critical thinking trait with students and explain they will be using this trait to help them set
goals.
3. Choose a short title or excerpt to read aloud from the suggested literature list (below) or a title of your
choice that includes the theme of goal setting, reflection, or letter writing.
4. Prompt students with a thought-provoking question in response to the literature. Examples might include:
• What do you think [character] might say to themselves about their achievements?
• In what ways do you think [character] prepared to reach his/her goals?
• What steps would you have taken (refer to literature)?
Note: This activity might be best executed over the course of several instructional days.

Instruction
Activity Directions:
1. Invite students to Reflect on 3-5 achievements in their own lives using the Achievements column of the
structural organization tool. Remind students that achievements might be in found in all aspects of their lives,
including:
a. Academic Achievements
b. Personal Growth
c. Hobbies and Interests
d. Interpersonal Relationships
e. Other
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2. Allow students to work individually, in pairs, or in small groups to brainstorm where each achievement might
lead them in their future endeavors. For example, an interest in online gaming where they ultimately beat the
final level might lead to a successful career in computer science. Students should add their thoughts to the
Possible Outcome column.
3. Ask students to choose one achievement to further develop by placing the achievement in the ‘Point A’ box
on their organizing tool and the possible outcome in the ‘Point B’ box.
4. Have students fill in additional steps they might take to get from ‘Point A’ to ‘Point B’.
5. Guide students as they write a letter to their grown-up self to say congratulations for reaching the goal.
Using a guided writing approach as an example, help students add in ideas that illustrate the journey
necessary to move from Point A to Point B.

Reflect
After students have Reflected and written a letter to their future selves, facilitate a discussion about their
thinking and learning. Guide students as they focus on how the Reflect critical thinking trait helped them
process through the task. Emphasize the importance of using Reflection to guide their future actions. Ask
students to consider their thoughts about other possible directions their achievements might take them.

Literature Suggestions:
Books About Reflecting on Achievements: Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae, The Bad Seed by Jory
John, Me…Jane by Patrick McDonnell, On A Beam of Light by Jennifer Berne
Books About Goal Setting: A Chair for My Mother by Vera B. Williams, Ruby’s Wish by Shirin Yim Bridges, The
Bee Tree by Patricia Polacco, Salt in His Shoes by Delores Jordan
Books About Writing Correspondence: Can I Be Your Dog? by Troy Cummings, Dear Teacher by Amy
Husband, I Will Always Write Back by Caitlin Alifirenka & Martin Ganda with Liz Welch, Dear Mrs. LaRue by
Mark Teague
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